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In this paper are presented the reasons why the sale of mobile devices has greatly increased
in the last period. It is presented the evolution of mobile devices sales in the last 20 years. The
main types of applications used today and how it will evolve in the near future. Development
and using trends in mobile computing are presented. Key aspects of quality assurance in mobile application development projects are presented. Factors that influence the management
process of a project are highlighted. A comprehensive analysis of the positive or negative impact that these factors exerts on the quality of the project is performed. Tools and methods
used in the quality assurance process for mobile applications development are presented. The
importance of quality assurance testing process is underlined.
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1

Introduction
Mobile environment represented by mobile devices and mobile applications run on
these devices has seen a big increase in recent years. According to [1] smart mobile
device application development requires extra attention from the developers. Important
are issues that have led to this increase, the
current circumstances of using the mobile
applications and future trends of the use and
development of mobile applications. The paper is structured as:
Section The reasons for the accelerated
growth of mobile devices usage shows the assumptions that have contributed to the explosive growth of mobile devices production. It
also provides the evolution of mobile devices
sales in the last 20 years for major manufacturers.
In section Current circumstances in internationally use of mobile applications are presented usage patterns of mobile applications
currently. What types of applications are
most used and the number of applications
from online stores for these devices.
In section Development and usage trends of
mobile applications the future trends of usage and mobile application development according to user requirements and within the

restrictions imposed by mobile devices are
presented.
Section Quality assurance tools in mobile
application development projects present the
quality management of the development process in the mobile environment. It also presented the factors which influence the quality
of management in a mobile application development projects.
The paper ends with the section Conclusions.
2 The Reasons for the Accelerated Growth
of Mobile Devices Usage
In 1973 the first mobile phone was launched
by Motorola, Motorola DynaTAC model.
Their widespread use began in the '90s when
they became available to the public. Production of mobile devices has had an explosive
growth and completed a long way in only a
few years. In [2] the evolution of mobile
phone sales in the period 1992-2012 is presented. 20 years in the production of mobile
phones due to competition and widespread
use has increased not found in other electrical
devices or technical productions.
In Table 1 for each year is highlighted the
producer who was the leader of mobile device sales for that year.
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Table 1. Annual sales by manufacturers (millions)
Year
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

NEC
4
9
15
16
5
-

Nokia
3
5
9
13
18
23
39
77
127
140
152
182
208
265
500
436
475
442
463
422
335.6

Motorala
?
12
?
?
?
34
48
61
60
73
76
105
145
210
165
108
59
39
40
-

Apple
2.3
12
24
42
89
135.8

Ericsson
26
30
42
27
24
27
52
74
102
95
57
42
33
-

Thus the period 1993-1997 was dominated
by Motorola, although the actual number of
terminals sold is not known. After 1997 followed the Nokia during which dominated the
mobile phone market for 14 years, there are
years in which the number of Nokia sold was
two times the number of terminals sold by
next producer. In 2007, the explosive growth

Samsung
5
18
21
29
42
55
86
104
117
154
202
238
282
330
396.5

Siemens
27
40
35
44
49
24
-

Alcatel
12
8
33
-

LG
14
27
43
55
62
79
104
124
117
86
55.9

HTC
11
25
48
32.6

RIM
1
4
10
25
35
48
52
-

in sales of Nokia has started to fall. This decrease came with the appearance on the market of mobile devices and the emergence of
manufacturer Apple smartphones. This decrease began in 2007 continued until 2012
when Nokia lost leader position in the mobile
market in favor of Samsung producer. These
things are shown graphically in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Producers sales for 1992-2012
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In graph of Figure 1 is observed the dominance of the Nokia manufacturer on mobile
devices market.

Sales growth of mobile devices in the 20
years analyzed can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Total sales for 1992-2012
In the graph in Figure 2 shows explosive
growth, especially during 2003-2006.
3 Current Circumstances in Internationally Use of Mobile Applications
The multitude of mobile devices has caused
the development of a large number of mobile
applications. In [3] the main types of mobile
applications and their level of use are pre-

sented, Figure 3.
In Figure 3 is observed that the most frequently used applications are games, followed by social applications. Games are entertainment applications where users spend
their free time in the public transportation or
other places where they had to be expected
something.

Fig. 3. Used types of applications [3]
In Figure 4 an overview of the number of applications loaded into the online stores of

leading mobile application providers is presented.
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Fig. 4. Number of existing applications in online shops
On Google Play [4], an online shop for users
of devices with the Android operating sys-

tem, the most downloaded applications from
free section are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Top applications on Google Play
Position Application
Description
1
Facebook Application used to connect to social network with the same
name. Provides tools for faster use certain features of the social network as well as adding photos or upload new statuses.
It also offers a direct notifications service on the phone.
2
Yahoo!
Social application which provides tools for communication via
Messenger voice and video. Enables communication with Facebook or
Windows Live users. It also provides tools for sending international SMS.
3
Crazy
Is a 3D game in which the user performs jumps specific to the
Climber
parkour walking. It can jump up to the left or right over the
obstacles that appear randomly in the game.
4
CSR
It is a racing game. Provides the possibility to perform cars
Racing
upgrades. It offers the possibility to change them and adding
various devices to increase speed or for better aerodynamics of
the car.
5
WhatsApp It is a social application messaging using the internet. The apMessenger plication is free for the first year. Then the fee is $ 0.99.
Note that the number of applications downloaded look like socializing and games are
the most used applications on mobile devices.
4 Development and Usage Trends of Mobile Applications
According to [5] CISCO estimates that in
2013 the number of mobile devices connectDOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/17.2.2013.09

ed to the Internet will exceed Earth's population, despite the fact that there are areas
where people do not have such devices.
In [6] three strategies for mobile application
development are presented:
 native applications which are platformdependent and the SDK were developed
but with access to all the device's hardware resources;
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web applications developed to be run on
a server and accessed by mobile devices
via browsers, it provides limited access to
the device's hardware resources and are
available only online;
 hybrid applications developed to run on
the mobile device and uses some module
via the server, so some of the processing
power is taken by the server, the device
having the mission to present the results.
In [7] shown that in the coming years all providers operating system for mobile devices
started to use HTML 5, CSS 3 and JavaScript
for develop mobile applications. It will be
available by using WebKit tool.
Mobile applications are trying to become
web applications and accessed through
browsers or hybrid applications. In these applications the processing power is moved on
the server. Mobile devices are only used for
user interaction.
In [8, 9] and innovative trends in the development of mobile devices are presented:
 converting data into actionable data
which are provided depending on the geographical area where the user is positioned;
 widespread use of mobile payments;
 access to work tools on mobile devices,
so employees will perform the work and
is through mobile phones;
 distributing content between mobile devices or between them and the server to
ensure the backups;
 screens becoming larger, approaching to
the size of tablets;
 using of QR-codes to a large scale;
In this sense the development trend of mobile
applications is to improve the usability and to
be closer to the user by supporting it.
5 Quality Assurance Tools in Mobile Application Development Projects
The software development process is not a
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repetitive endeavour [10]. Each software application has distinct characteristics resulting
from the way it was designed, the way the
code was written and commented, the way
testing was conducted or the development
methodology that was used. For this reason,
quality assurance cannot be organized and
implemented in the same way as for production lines where repeating the same process
and using the same steps can lead to empirically determine quality models and create
relevant standards. Quality assurance in
software development projects is oriented
towards development and not towards production [10].
Quality assurance in mobile application development projects addresses the following
issues:
 management quality
 development quality
 testing quality
5.1 Management Quality
In order to ensure the proper quality of the
management process all the factors involved
have to be thoroughly analyzed. The management process of mobile application development is influenced by the following factors:
 owner
 end-user
 project team
 legal framework
 competition
 previous experience
 market
 budget
 deadlines
In Figure 5 it is shown how various factors
influence the quality of management in a
mobile application development project.
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Fig. 5. Management process quality
Owner. The owner is the one who initiates,
finances and benefits from the project. The
owner and the project manager should not be
confused as they are different entities even
when developing an internal project [11].
The owner may adversely affect the quality
of the project management processes by
providing confusing or incomplete specifications. This leads the project manager to design unsuitable work scenarios and inaccurate project planning. During the development process of a mobile application, the
owner is responsible for significant and frequent changes to initial project specifications. This causes delays, creates tension and
discontent in the project team and generates
additional costs. The owner can also have a
negative impact on the project’s quality by
neglecting or delaying payments or by failure
to provide adequate resources. In this type of
scenario project development may be temporarily blocked creating yielding delays and
additional costs.
End-user. The end-users are the actual peoDOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/17.2.2013.09

ple that are going to use the application on
their mobile devices. The end-user influences
positively the management quality of a mobile application development process by
providing relevant feedback. If the project
manager succeeds in obtaining relevant feedback concerning the application, then certain
shortcomings can be corrected even during
the planning or development stage. Based on
the user’s feedback the project manager can
refine specifications and guide all development efforts towards the relevant functionalities. End-users are also becoming a significant force in the actual programming field.
As stated by [12] end-users are developing
their own applications, mostly for personal.
These applications can provide valuable information about what end-users really require
from mobile software.
Project team. The project team consists of
all the persons actively involved in the project: project manager, programmers, testers,
graphic designers and usability analysts. Project team members have a positive impact on
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the quality of project and on the quality of
the management process when they make
improvement proposals, optimization methods and innovative ideas. Project team are also the perfect example for synergy where
collaborative work will ensure results significantly faster than individual work. The team
members’ efforts should be aligned to the
project objective in order to achieve the best
possible quality [13].
Legal framework. The legal framework is
composed out of all the laws to which the
project is subject to. The project management
quality is adversely affected when a project is
conducted in a coercive environment. The legal framework is constantly changing the
way developers create and deliver applications. Legislation influences the way software is developed, used, reused, integrated
and distributed [14]. Excessive bureaucracy
harms management process as the project
manager's efforts focus on legal formalities
and less on the overall quality of the project.
Competition. Competition consists of mobile applications aimed at the same goal, that
target the same audience or applications with
similar functionalities to what is intended to
be developed. The competition has a positive
impact on the management process when
making public data and reliable information
about mobile applications previously
launched. In this situation, the project manager can avoid mistakes made by competitors
or can draw on their achievements.
Previous experience. Previous experience is
composed of projects that the project manager has conducted in the past or on which implementation has participated. The project
manager’s past experiences can have a positive impact on the quality of the management
process because they can provide inspiration
and solutions when encountering common or
similar elements. The project manager must
transfer the previously acquired knowledge
and experience of past projects onto the mobile application that has to be developed.
Market. The market is the aggregate of mobile application development defining envi-
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ronment elements. The management quality
process is adversely affected by the speed at
which technology is changing, the speed at
which mobile terminals are lunched and the
variety of technical characteristics. The project manager needs to know the latest technology in the market and adapt the development process to fit the software’s short life
cycle. Such applications should be developed
at low cost and in extremely limited timespan
often sacrificing quality.
Budget. The budget consists of all the material and financial resources raised in order to
develop and implement the project. The
budget is one of the most important constraints that a project manager must take into
account when developing a mobile application. Apparently a project’s budget should
not affect the quality of management. A correctly sized budget will influence the overall
management process quality by providing
access to various tools that can be accessed
only by paying a fee. Such tools are:
 project management software: Microsoft
Project, Primavera Project Management;
 risk management software: @Risk, Active Risk Manager;
 task assignment and progress racking
software: Pivotal Tracker.
Deadlines. Deadlines are another critical
constraint for the project managers and are
often associated with milestones. Milestones
are major landmarks for a project and mark
the end of a planning, development or testing
stage. These steps and milestones are also
closely linked to payments made by the project owner. Any delay in delivering the application translates into payment delays and
even penalties. Deadlines have a negative effect on the quality of management because
they are a major stress factor for the project
manager and team members. Declines often
inhibit creativity and innovation. However
deadlines help teams to focus on important
tasks and mobilize people when the project is
in a tight situation.
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FACTORS
Owner

End-user
Project team
Legal framework

Table 3. Influencing factors of project management
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
*
- confusing or incomplete
specifications
- change specifications
- late payments
- feedback
*
- improvement proposals
*
*
- excessive bureaucracy

Market

- provides data and information
- source of inspiration
- knowledge and experience transfer
*

Budget
Deadlines

*
- increase productivity

Competition
Previous experience

5.2 Development Quality
The field of mobile applications development
is one that has gained notoriety recently,

*
*
- rapid technological change
- applications with short life
cycle
- management software tools
- inhibit creativity

which is why there is a relative lack of quality standards in the industry when it comes to
the development process.

Fig. 6. The quality of mobile application development process
Each development unit is an entity composed
of two elements: the programmer and development environment. The development enviDOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/17.2.2013.09

ronment can be hosted locally on the programmer’s own machine, or online on a development server shared with other develop-
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ers. The production environment is the environment that will run the application. The
test environment should be an exact replica
of the production environment.
Consider Ud as the set of development units:
Ud  {ud1, ud2 , ud3...udk ...udnu }
Where:
udk - is the development unit k in a mobile
application development project
nu – is the total number of development units
Consider Ak as the set of updates performed
by a programmer:
Ak  {ak1 , ak 2 , ak 3 ...aki ...aknk }
Where:
aki - is the update i performed by development unit k
nk - is the number of updates performed by
development unit k
Consider I k as the set of source code uploads performed by a programmer:
I k  {ik1 , ik 2 , ik 3 ...ikj ...ikmk }
Where:
ikj - is the upload j performed by development unit k
mk - is the total number of uploads performed by development unit k
Under ideal conditions updates and uploads
performed by development unit k must comply with the following rule:
nk

mk

 a  i
ki

i 1

j 1

kj

(1)

This means that before starting work on a
task the programmer representing development unit k downloads the latest version of
the source code. Also, for each completed
task a single upload will be performed.
Under real development environment conditions uploads and updates performed by development unit k comply with following rule:
nk

mk

 a  i
i 1

ki

j 1

kj

(2)

This means that before starting work on a
task the programmer representing development unit k downloads the latest version of

the source code. For each completed task
multiple uploads will be performed.
The quality of mobile applications is strongly
correlated with the degree of innovation that
it incorporates. Innovative projects are those
that define the standards and higher quality
standards translate into more reliable and
cheaper software.
7 Conclusions
Technology continues to develop in an alert,
and programmers need to keep up with this
development. In today's circumstances is not
sufficient for a programmer to know one
programming language for mobile applications development. Application development
in the mobile environment requires
knowledge of several programming languages and quality assurance during the development cycle.
Trends in the mobile environment are estimated based on the current requirements of
the users that use mobile devices.
Quality assurance tools for mobile application development projects are focused on the
management process, development process
and testing process. The management process
quality is ensured by identifying, analysing
and prioritizing all factors of influence. Factors with negative influence have to be attenuated and controlled. Factors with positive
influence have to be nurtured and promoted.
To ensure the quality of the mobile application development process a flexible and rigours framework should be used. The framework should for multiple developers to simultaneously code on the same functionality,
track application versions, track submission
of source code and allow for environments
total separation.
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